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What is a Creek?
A creek is a natural, moving body of water, typically smaller than a

stream. Creeks often act as tributaries to rivers, meaning the creek

merges with and contributes water to a river. While some creeks run

year-round, other creeks, either due to human development or the

climate, only flow occasionally. A seasonal creek that gets most of its

water from groundwater tables is intermittent, and a temporary creek that

gets most of its water

from rainfall is

ephemeral.

Freeman Creek

was a tributary of the

Santa Ana River and

flowed into the Pacific

Ocean at the Bolsa

Chica Wetlands. The

combination of

freshwater and

saltwater created a

unique marshland that supported various plants and animals, including

grizzly bears, bobcats, and humans.

Since Freeman Creek has been developed and built over, we can

only see part of the remaining dry creek bed. Water from Blackbird Pond

still seeps out beneath the ground of this creekbed where the soil is

permeable. Plants that require constant water such as yerba mansa and
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juncus line the remains of the creek bed, proving there is still significant

water stored underground, though it no longer flows.

First People of Freeman Creek
The history of Freeman Creek can be traced back 9,000 years to

the first native peoples who lived in this area. Unfortunately, most of the

archaeological evidence of the first people who lived in the wetlands were

destroyed due to weather or human activity. Over time, the  Tongva and

the Acjachemen tribes emerged as the main tribes of Bolsa Chica. Both

tribess were hunter-gatherers who used the creek and wetland for

hunting, fishing, collecting plants and seashells, escaping from harsher

inland weather, and transportation. The creek was once wide enough for

people to take a canoe all the way from modern-day Central Park to the

ocean.

In 1768, Spanish missionaries and colonizers began enslaving

native peoples and dividing the land into properties. Bolsa Chica,

meaning little purse in Spanish, is a name given by one of the Spanish

landowners.
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The Bolsa Chica Gun Club
In 1895, wealthy businessmen from Los Angeles purchased about

3,000 acres of the wetlands from the former Rancho de Bolsa Chica. In

1899 the Bolsa Chica Gun Club was founded.

In order to have more favorable hunting conditions, the club hired

Tom Talbert to dam off

Freeman Creek where it

met the ocean, preventing

saltwater from entering

the wetlands. The

brackish tidal environment

was soon replaced with

freshwater ponds, and the

dam accumulated sand which built up and blocked Outer Bolsa Bay from

tidal flow.

This change to the environment was bound to meet some

resistance. The act of damming up Bolsa Chica angered local farmers

and ranchers, who saw it as interfering with navigable and useful waters.

Four hundred ranchers brought their complaints to the war department, as

well as the U.S. president at the time, Theodore Roosevelt. Their

petitioning was unsuccessful. The gun club reported vandalism during this

time, suspected to be retribution from angry farmers, such as a dredger

found sunken with a hole drilled into the hull. The club offered a $500

reward to catch the culprit, which today would be worth about $17,000.

Membership in the Bolsa Chica Gun Club was incredibly exclusive;

its original 1,000$ fee shot up to 75,000$. Members were
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multi-millionaires, and the Los Angeles Herald reported at the beginning

of hunting season, “There was an exodus of khaki-clad men from Los

Angeles last night. Trolley cars and trains took them away by hundreds,

and automobiles and livery rigs conveyed scores to the chaparral and the

clubhouses by the shores."

The wetlands became the playground of the wealthy and eccentric,

who molded it to be more suitable to their interests. The gun club

disbanded and the lodge was demolished in the 1960s, but the wetlands

would not be fully restored until 2006.
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Bolsa Chica Wetlands Restoration
In 1970, development company Signal Landmark purchased more

than 1,700 acres from the Bolsa Chica Gun Club, in order to build homes

and a marina. In 1973, due to the Coastal Act, Signal signed off 310 acres

to California. That same year, the Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve was

founded, the gun club’s dam at the mouth of Freeman Creek was

removed and salt water was allowed to flow back into the wetlands. In

1997, California purchased 880 more acres with mitigation funding to

expand the reserve. In 2006, the total acreage reached 1,341 acres.

Bolsa Chica Wetlands is currently the largest wetland restoration

project in southern California. The tidal influence was restored to about

370 acres and tidal flow was improved to 200 acres. 250 acres are set

aside to be restored when oil operations finish. Many steps have been

taken since the 1970s to restore the wetlands. Oil production facilities

have been purchased and an oil access bridge has been built across the

tidal channel, as well as a bridge on Pacific Coast Highway to allow cars,

bikes, and pedestrians over the channel. A new tidal channel was created

and stabilized with short jetties, an offshore sandbar was prefilled, and the

volume of sand on the beach was changed. Dredging created tidal basins

and clear channels, and islands were formed upland.

An endowment was set aside for future operation and maintenance,

and volunteers regularly remove tens of thousands of pounds of trash and

weeds every year. Free tours are led by multiple groups; the Bolsa Chica

Amigos, the Bolsa Chica Conservancy, and the Bolsa Chica Land Trust.
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Bolsa Chica Conservancy operates an interpretive center, and hopes to

open a new Center for Coastal Ecology in Harriett Wieder Park.

The wetlands are a popular stop for birders, who come to see

various terns, the Ridgway’s rail, California gnatcatchers, and burrowing

owls. A bald eagle has even been spotted! Coyotes, rabbits, rattlesnakes,

sea lions, and sea turtles also visit the wetlands.
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Shipley to Shore Trail
The Shipley to shore trail is a project being spearheaded by the

Huntington Beach Tree Society. This trail was built in several parts. The

trail starts at Shipley Nature Center and goes around Lake Huntington,

past the equestrian center’s corrals and up to the Urban Forest. The end

goal is for the trail to continue through County Parkland, Overlook Park,

Harriet Weider Park, and finally to the Pacific Ocean. The funding process

for the connecting segment started in April 2019 and ended in March

2020. As of 2023, there are still some portions that need to be connected

to create a complete and restored trail. Ideally, the trail will provide a

continuous and pleasant 3-mile trail that leads people down to the beach,

just as Freeman Creek once provided passage from Blackbird Pond down

to the ocean.The goal of the Shipley to Shore Nature Trail is to provide a

rare opportunity in Southern California: to create a trail where visitors can

enjoy fresh air and exercise in spectacular surroundings.
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What’s Run-off?
Have you ever been asked where a river gets all of its water? If so,

worry no more. Most of the water in a  river comes from precipitation

runoff.  When it rains, water either soaks into the ground or “runs off” land

and flows downhill, and often ends its journey by joining an already

existing body of water, such as a river. As runoff travels, it can carve out

canyons or even pick up boulders. Animals might even drink from runoff

before it reaches a lake or river.

As more and more runoff collects and moves downhill due to gravity,

it can become large enough to be considered a creek. As these creeks

join with larger streams and rivers, the water ultimately flows out into the

ocean. Not all water makes it to the end of the journey– some naturally

soaks into the ground as it moves, or

evaporates into the air.

When land is paved over and

becomes impermeable to rainfall,

less water soaks into the ground,

and more water becomes runoff.

This can create several problems.

One, water that becomes runoff

quickly disappears through storm

drains into the ocean and provides

little help in a drought. Two, if the

majority of rainfall never sinks below

ground, it quickly accumulates above

ground and causes flooding. Three,
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runoff that flows over paved surfaces collects significant amounts of

chemicals, trash, and sediment that ends up in the water supply; unpaved

environments around creeks such as riparian habitats can naturally filter

runoff before it reaches larger bodies of water.

Why is Blackbird Pond So High?
Part of the trail at Shipley Nature Center has been blocked off

indefinitely due to flooding from the pond, often confusing visitors. Aren’t

we in a drought? Blackbird Pond’s water level has not risen due to rainfall

but due to efforts by the Water District to prevent saltwater intrusion into

the water table.

Water that doesn’t become runoff is stored underground in what we

call the water table. To keep this water usable, we want to make sure that

it remains freshwater. However, if the water table becomes too low due to

overuse and droughts, it creates a vacuum, and saltwater from the ocean

can easily flow into the space left behind and ‘contaminate’ freshwater

supplies. In order to prevent this, the water district ‘recycles’ wastewater

by cleaning it, and then reinjecting it into the water table to recreate a

natural buffer against saltwater. While the water district does not directly

inject water into Blackbird Pond, they inject water into the same aquifer

that Blackbird Pond and many lakes in Central Park are connected to,

indirectly causing the levels to rise. As of 2023, Shipley Nature Center is

taking steps to create a new trail over this flooded area rather than waiting

for the water level to fall. This will require grants, staff and volunteer

efforts, and time.
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Volunteer Efforts
The remains of Freeman Creek are maintained with the help of

volunteers and Shipley staff. To keep the creek bed visible, volunteers

may trim back

overgrown juncus

and arroyo willow,

and remove piles

of sycamore

leaves.

Volunteers have

even helped carry

and line the creek

bed with rocks to

differentiate it

from the

surrounding area.

Staff may go in

and cut back branches that obscure the view, or remove weeds such as

passion vine and whitetop.
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The Path of the Creek
The path Freeman Creek follows is fairly winding as can be seen in

the map below. The original path of the creek starts at the location circled

in red. It then

follows a path

traveling mostly

southwest and ends

at the large blue

dashed-line area

representing the

wetlands. The path

of Freeman does not line up with any roads or channels.
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